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We work to conserve private working lands, 
and to raise awareness that the stewardship of 
private lands provides benefits for all Texans.

•  To have 500,000 acres of land under 
conservation easement by 2020;

•  To serve as a respected resource for the 
agricultural community;

•  To establish funding sources for the 
purchase of conservation easements; 

•  To communicate the vast public benefits 
provided by private lands stewardship.

 “ Saving the water and the soil must  
start where the first rain drop falls.”  
–   Lyndon B. Johnson,  

former President and Texas Hill Country native
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Because they lived on the land, earlier generations of 
Texans instinctively understood the relationship between 
land, water and life. They knew that when rain falls from 
the sky onto the land, it is absorbed, like a sponge. They 
observed that the land slows the water’s flow, cleans it, and 
channels it into underlying aquifers or nearby streams. 

Most people no longer live on the land. Instead, our days are dominated by glass, concrete, steel, 
technology, and traffic making all that land “out there” seem irrelevant to our daily lives. When things 
are unimportant to us, we don’t spend time thinking about them, much less trying to comprehend their 
complexities. As a result, we, as a society, don’t understand the role of working farms and ranches in 
producing our water, in maintaining our quality of life. 

Relegating natural resources, especially water, to the irrelevant column is not only short-sighted but 
hazardous to our collective future. If we don’t understand and care about the relationship between 
land, water and life—and if we don’t take steps to conserve our open space and working lands now—
our collective future is in jeopardy. 

While the water cycle may seem mysterious, the message is clear: No land. No water. No future.

Spreading that message and acting on it is TALT’s strong suit. TALT was created because Texas 
is losing open space land faster than any other state in the nation. The Lone Star State needed a  
practical alternative for keeping productive open space land producing agricultural products and 
ecological benefits.

TALT is helping meet the challenge—and growing in the process. In eight years, we have earned the 
responsibility of holding 16 conservation easements on almost 225,000 acres of productive working 
lands. Currently, we are second largest land trust in the state.

During the 84th Legislature, TALT helped to secure funding for the Texas Farm & Ranch Lands 
Program (TFRLCP), which enables land trusts to purchase conservation easements. More importantly, 
the program enables families who can’t afford to donate a conservation easement to sell one instead. 
After languishing for 10 years since its inception, TFRLCP finally caught the attention of lawmakers 
who understand that working lands conservation is a viable way to protect the state’s water resources. 

Obviously, we can’t make it rain more, but we can make the most of every drop that falls by conserving 
Texas’ rural lands and open space. Thanks to you we’re making a difference in the landscape—and 
the future of Texas.

Best wishes,

Blair C. Fitzsimons
Chief Executive Officer

DEAR TALT SUPPORTER,
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2015 LEGISLATIVE SUCCESS!

THE TEXAS FARM & RANCH LANDS 
CONSERVATION PROGRAM RECEIVES $2M

Since its inception in 2007, TALT has recognized that 
in order to truly advance the conservation of working 
farms and ranches in Texas, there must be sources 
of funding to purchase conservation easements. For 
many landowners, a donated conservation easement 
simply does not work, especially when they do not have 
the off-property income against which to deduct the 
value of a donated conservation easement. 

The Board of the Texas Agricultural Land Trust, 
therefore, made funding for the Texas Farm & 
Ranch Lands Conservation Program (TFRLCP) a 
cornerstone of its three-year strategic plan. Created in 
2005, TFRLCP had never received funding from the 
Legislature. In FYE2015, therefore, we began to lay the 
groundwork for an appropriations request in the 84th 
Legislative session. Efforts included a one day seminar 
at the Capitol that profiled successful state-funded land 
conservation strategies from around the country, and 
a partnership with the Institute of Renewable Natural 
Resources to use Texas Land Trends data to model 
potential funding priorities. 

Thanks to support from Speaker Joe Straus, State 
Representative Charlie Geren, State Senators Lois 
Kolhkorst and Charles Perry, the Texas Farm & Ranch 
Lands Conservation Program received a two-million 
general revenue appropriation. Additionally, the program 
found a new home at the Texas Parks & Wildlife 
Department, a move that will ensure TFLRCP meets the 
Legislative intent of conserving Texas’ farms and ranches 
that host our state’s critical natural resources.   
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SOURCES OF ORGANIZATIONAL SUPPORT:

Individual and Business Contributions $  1,066,110
Foundations 711,352
Fees for Service and Events 37,305
Other 3,264

SUBTOTAL $  1,818,031

PROGRAM AND OPERATING EXPENSES:

Programs:    
      Outreach and Education $     358,221
      Land conservation 149,955
      Advocacy 44,080
General and Admin 165,010
Fundraising 118,119

SUBTOTAL $     835,385

ASSETS
  
Cash and Cash Equivalents $  1,335,768 
Pledges Receivable 1,683,000 
Fixed Assets 9,346  
Other Assets 19,664 
   
TOTAL  $  3,047,778 
  

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
  
Accounts Payable $       48,010  
Unrestricted Net Assets 492,183 
Unrestricted - Board Designated:  
      Stewardship 607,132 
      Easement Defense 75,000 
      Operating Reserve 41,638  
Temporarily Restricted Net Assets 805,215 
Permanently Restricted Net Assets 978,600

TOTAL $  3,047,778

TALT FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2015
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TALT strives to maintain a sustainable organization that will meet its perpetual obligations. To provide for 
future operational expenses, TALT created the Texas Agricultural Land Trust Foundation (TALTF) to house 
permanently restricted endowment funds. Future investment income from these funds will provide for TALT’s 
ongoing operational expenses. These financial highlights includes activity from both TALT and TALTF.

A copy of TALT’s audited consolidated financial statements are available upon request.

As of March 31, 2015, TALT held conservation easements from 16 landowners comprising 224,094 acres.
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Although it’s not clear yet whether the next 
generation of Harte heirs will accept the 
stewardship mantle for Brewster County’s 
Decie Ranch, Sarah Harte was certain that 
the one-of-a-kind property should remain 
open, productive and intact. 

“By this time, I hoped that the next 
generation of our family would be ready 
to take on the joy and responsibility of 
stewardship,” Harte said of her children. 
“They’re not quite there yet, but that didn’t 
stop me from taking steps to keep the 
ranch intact. This land is too important for 
its future to be left to fate.” 

This led Sarah Harte to work with the Texas 
Agricultural Land Trust to permanently 
protect the Decie Ranch with a donated 

conservation easement, a move that 
will have multiple benefits beyond the 
property’s fenceline.  

In recent years, the Trans Pecos has 
experienced a high rate of fragmentation, 
which in turns impacts it scarce water 
resources. With its size and well-drained 
soils, the Decie Ranch plays a vital role 
for water recharge in the Marathon Basin, 

DECIE RANCH
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“ Since the land came into our 
family, we’ve tried to leave very 
little imprint on it. When you 
stand on the property, there 
is very little between you and 
the rest of the universe. It just 
reiterates that nature is so much 
bigger than we are, creating a 
spiritual connection to the land.”



supporting the area’s rare desert grasslands. Situated on 
the southern edge of the Glass Mountains, Decie Ranch 
is also home to an important regional sky island, unique 
ecosystems known for the diversity of their plant and animal 
communities. 

Preserving the visually vast landscape and the diverse life 
forms, that include species of concern like black bear and 
black-tailed prairie dog, is a gift to the Harte’s neighbors. 

“In remote areas like this, the concept of being a neighbor 
is taken very seriously,” she said. “Neighbors have a 
responsibility to one another.” 

Neighbors in this case includes people who live nearby as 
well as passersby. With more than nine miles of highway 
frontage along US Highway 90 just west of Marathon, 
the Decie Ranch provides scenic vistas for the public, 
numbering about 500,000 annually, who travel the roadway 
en route to area state and national parks. 

Because of its size, the ranch also helps maintain dark skies 

in the Trans Pecos, home to the McDonald Observatory, one 
of the world’s largest astronomical research stations. Light 
pollution, which increases with fragmentation, growth and 
development, is the primary impediment to astronomical 
research and amateur astronomy.

“Whether the motivation is protecting the dark skies or 
the vast landscape, we have to take action and strike a 
balance,” Harte said. “Enacting a conservation easement 
is not an easy decision, but if you’re concerned about 
issues of control in perpetuity, consider this: how can you 
go wrong putting the intrinsic, ecological value of the land 
over the materialistic desires of someone far in 
the future?” 7

“ As a state, we need to be more proactive in conserving 
landscapes. Agriculture offers a strong conservation option 
because it offers an opportunity for economic benefit.”



ADVOCACY, EDUCATION, & OUTREACH
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The founders of the Texas Agricultural Land Trust hoped that the organization 
would serve as a resource to landowners contemplating a voluntary conservation 
easement. To that end, TALT annually hosts a wide variety of educational activities 
around the state. In FYE15, we hosted 14 events with 718 people in attendance. 
Highlights included: 

CONSERVATION EASEMENT WORKSHOPS in Amarillo, Floresville, Fort Worth, 
and Victoria. Partners included the Caesar Kleberg Wildlife Research Institute, 
the San Antonio River Authority, and the Guadalupe Blanco River Land Trust. In 
Lubbock, we partnered with the National Ranching Heritage Center to co-host a 
seminar profiling tools and strategies available to landowners as part of the Lesser 
Prairie-Chicken recovery efforts.

ATTORNEY’S LUNCHES for continuing education credits in Amarillo, Midland, 
Lubbock and San Antonio. Other presentations for CLE credit included a seminar 
on conservation easements and oil & gas at the Land Trust Alliance’s national Rally 
and an introduction to conservation easements at the John Huffaker Agricultural 
Law Conference. 

LEGISLATIVE BRIEFING for elected officials, legislative staffers and natural 
resource specialists prior to the 2015 legislative session. Co-hosted with Texas 
A&M’s Institute of Renewable Natural Resources (IRNR), the focus was 
on the conservation of Texas’ agricultural lands as a strategy to protect the 
state’s water resources, and included a rollout of the Texas Land Trends  
update (www.texaslandtrends.org).  

OUTREACH ON THE ENHANCED TAX INCENTIVES for donated conservation 
easements included working to make permanent the enhanced tax incentives for 
donated conservation easements. With strong support from the Texas delegation, 
HR644 passed the U.S. House in February.  

THE WORKING LANDS CONSERVATION FINANCE INITIATIVE, a partnership 
with IRNR, included two workshops for land conservation professionals to explore 
innovative approaches to funding the conservation of farmland, ranchland and 
working forests in Texas.

In addition to these events, the Texas Agricultural Land Trust works on an ongoing 
basis to raise awareness about the impacts of agricultural land loss and conservation 
tools available to landowners. This includes trade show booths at a number of 
conventions and attending or speaking at state-wide and regional association 
meetings. 
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We wish to thank the following donors, without whose support, TALT could not meet  
its mission of conserving Texas’ heritage of agricultural land and natural resources. 

Please accept our sincere apologies for any unintentional mistakes or names that have been omitted.   
We have listed only donations that were received by 3/31/15. 

TALT SUPPORTERS
April 1, 2014 to March 31, 2015

ANNUAL FUND DONORS
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Marilyn Dierschke
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Thomas Hunt
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James King, King Land and Water, LLC.

Martin Kohout, Kohout Family Revocable Trust
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Weir Labatt, III
David K. and Myrna Langford

Steve C. Lewis
Lone Star Ag Credit

Richard M. Lucas Jr.
Joe Maley
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Hill Country Conservancy
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www.txaglandtrust.org

LEAVING A LEGACY
WHY WHAT WE DO MATTERS

With 142 million acres of private farms, ranches and forestlands, Texas leads the nation 
in privately-owned working lands. Yet those lands are fast disappearing, and with them 
go the wide-open spaces that spawned the Texas frontier spirit. 

LAND FACTS
•  Between 2007-2012, Texas lost over 1m acres in farms, ranches and timberland.
•   For every 1,000 people who move to Texas, 260 acres of rural lands are converted  

to development.

POPULATION FACTS
•  Over 500,000 people per year move to Texas.
•  7 of the 15 fastest growing cities in the U.S are in Texas.
•  Our population will grow 78% from the current 26.9m to over 46.3m by 2060.

WATER FACTS
•  By 2070, Texas water demand will grow by 17%.
•  While irrigation will decrease significantly, municipal demand will increase 67%.

WHY LAND CONSERVATION MATTERS
•   Rain in Texas falls predominantly on private working lands, which capture and 

clean the water that supply our cities. 
•  Rural lands support a $100b/year agriculture and outdoor recreation industry. 

WHAT’S BEEN DONE?
•  To date, Texas’ 31 land trusts have conserved 1.6 million acres of land.
•  14% or 224,900 acres have been conserved by the Texas Agricultural Land Trust. 

Loss of open space + population increase + demand for water, food, fiber and  
clean air = a very different Texas.

Our mission has never been more important.  


